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Let’s Not Stop
at Marijuana

By DAVID STEELE

I

t’s very good news! This summer,
assuming all goes according to
Trudeau's plan, recreational marijuana
will become legal in Canada.
The reform is long past due. The
majority of Canadians have used this
mildly intoxicating plant at one time or
another, and the vast majority support
its legalization.
Marijuana is demonstrably less
dangerous than cigarettes and alcohol.
For example, a recent comprehensive
review found that cannabis is much less
likely to cause cancer than either of
those already legal drugs. And it makes
people feel happier, to boot. The stuff’s
not even physiologically addictive. Yet
many a Canadian has a criminal record
– many have even gone to jail – for
using it. Worse, our long prohibition of
the plant has effectively promoted the
growth of organized crime: Because
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Decriminalizing all drugs will prevent much needless suffering
marijuana has been illegal, the control
of its production and sale has been
largely taken over by often-violent
criminal gangs.
The wide variation in how provincial
governments are legalizing marijuana
is interesting. Ontario will only sell
weed in government stores. BC will
allow local communities to decide how
to sell it. And Manitoba is handing
the business off to a select few private
retailers.
In my view, it’s not very important
who sells this relatively innocuous
drug. What is important is ensuring
the price is low enough that organized
crime can no longer make a profit by
pedalling it on the black market. With
the exception of medicinal marijuana
purchased from licensed producers, the
harm associated with marijuana has
long been mostly due to the support its
See MARIJUANA on page 19
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Mount Karma
Scaling Mt. Kilimanjaro proved elusive. But greater gifts lay in wait.

By SANDRA SUKHAN

D

o you believe in Karma? Cosmic forces? Destiny?
None of it? For as long as I can remember, I knew
at some instinctive level that the stories my dad told me
about karma were true. I wanted to discount them, but
try as I might, some of them could not be denied.
Here is one of those times. In 2012, after I completed
my doctoral studies at the age of fifty-eight, I decided
to set another near-impossible goal of climbing Mount
Kilimanjaro. I spent a year planning the trip with my
second daughter Sunita (my other two daughters were
not interested) and my sister Sabena. In January 2013,
I put together a training plan and started walking,
averaging about 70 to 90 kilometres a week. Part of
the training included walking the Winnipeg portion
of the TransCanada Trail for ten weeks with my oldest
daughter Sharmila. Together, we bonded and spent
quality mother-daughter time while covering about
eighty kilometres. Those experiences were gifts that I
treasure. By October, I was ready for my climb.
On our arrival in Moshi, Tanzania that month, we met
two German men at our hotel who had just returned
from the climb without making it to Uhuru Peak, the
highest summit on Kili. They were very disappointed
and had dreadful things to say about the lead guide on
their team who they claimed behaved like a god on the
mountain, ruling his crew of porters with an iron fist.
That bit of news terrified us, because none of the six
members of our team were experienced climbers, while
the two Germans were.
So imagine our shock the next day when we met
our own lead guide, and it was the very same man!
His name was Godfrey, but he was very quiet and
respectful toward us. Still, we were very uneasy, so
we confided in the climb organizer what we had heard

the day before and asked that another guide team be almost 12,000 feet – and we walked right into a raging
assigned to us. But it was to no avail; the organizer dust storm, with high winds and dust so fine it felt like
explained that Godfrey was the best guide he had black baby powder on our faces and in our mouths. We
and had been selected especially because we had no ate dinner and settled into our nylon tents for the night
as the storm raged on and the temperature dropped to
climbing experience.
Day one turned out as expected – lots of packing, a bone-chilling 5 degrees Celsius. It was my very first
organizing and getting to the foot of the mountain to experience sleeping in a tent at any temperature!
During the night, Sunita succumbed to acute
start the seven-day climb on the Rongai Route. This
was a longer path, more gradual and best for people mountain sickness brought on by the high elevation.
with little or no climbing experience. It was rated as The only thing to do when this happens is to descend:
one of the routes that had the highest success rates for ascending any higher could be dangerous.
By the morning, we were covered in a thin film of
summiting. We watched Godfrey direct his team with
precision at each stage: checking the weight of the black powder. Sabena’s dust allergy had kicked in full
luggage the porters would be carrying for each of us, force and she was having difficulty breathing after
ensuring all the essentials were in our backpacks, seeing inhaling dust all night. After taking stock of Sunita and
to it that our water containers Photos provided by Sandra Sukhan
were the optimal size and
looking out for anything else
we would need.
Days one to five were hard,
but Godfrey knew how to
pace the group, so the days
passed without incident. On
the evening of day five, we
arrived at our destination
for the night: Mawenzi Tarn
Camp. The campsite is located
in a valley below the peak of
Mawenzi, one of the lower
peaks on Mount Kilimanjaro
and well short of our ultimate
destination: Uhuru Peak.
The campsite is somewhat
sheltered, but it can be bitterly
At the Mawenzi Tarn campsite. Sunita (left), Sandra and Sabena.
cold at night. By the time we
See KARMA on page 15
got there, we had ascended
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Crop Circles
These mysterious sacred formations are here to enlighten us.

W

hat we choose to call “crop circles” – which
I believe to be the physical manifestations of
a higher intelligence at play – is less important than
opening our minds to the library of knowledge they
present to us. I say library because since 1990, when
the first complex (more than just a circle) formation
appeared in the East Field near Alton Barnes, Wiltshire,
England, there has been a continuous appearance in
many countries around the world of crop formations
containing much information which can assist us in our
conscious and spiritual evolution.
I know you have heard this before but really
folks, it's time to WAKE UP! We seem
prepared to accept the misinformation and
propaganda coming to us from corporations,
governments and religious organizations,
but when the truth is presented to us in an
undeniable and material way we deny it, reject
it or fear it.
The time is long overdue for us to recognize
ourselves for what we truly are: citizens
of this planet, and as such, citizens of this
galaxy. The creators of the crop formations
are highly evolved inter-dimensional,
intelligent and loving beings. We could call
them extraterrestrials, because their home
is elsewhere. But I see them more as dear
friends and relatives who have come to visit
us, bringing with them these wonderful and
transformative gifts to help us evolve to our
full potential.
When we open our hearts and minds by
observing and meditating on these formations,
we are made aware, intuitively, of the ever-evolving and
synchronistic nature of our universe. Please try it.
It has never been more important for us to pull
ourselves out of the quagmire of lies and deception
that has been created by those who would keep us
enslaved to their destructive and violent agendas. It is
these agencies, governments, shadow governments,
and the military who have tried very hard to discredit
and ridicule the crop circle phenomenon, knowing full
well that the information contained in these formations

has the potential to enlighten and transform us, opening
our hearts and minds to the truth of our physical and
spiritual evolution.
I totally agree with the words of the late John Mack,
a Harvard professor of psychology, who visited the
crop circles in England, and said that in his view the
crop circles represent “the most dramatic, the most
extraordinary crossover from the other dimension in
the history of the human race.”
To date, thousands of people from around the world
have visited these formations. The effect for most of
them has been transformative and life-changing. I
encourage you to access some crop circle websites,

Also, as the formation is being created there is an
exchange of high vibrational conscious energy between
the Earth and the source of the projection. Naturally
the Earth is moving into a higher vibration as well.
The messages contained in these formations are
many: we have much to learn; higher intelligences are
prepared to help us learn; Truth is Beauty; there is a
common underlying geometry for everything in the
universe, at every scale (micro to macro); consciousness
is not confined by “physical” constraints.
I'll finish up with a few words from Karen Alexander,
a writer who lives near the hub of crop circle activity in
England. Karen writes:
Photo by footageclips

By JOHN SHOPKA

print out some images and just have a good look at
what's being presented to us. Do some deep breathing,
relax and open yourself to these profound gifts.
When you see and feel the underlying geometry of
these formations (Golden Mean, or phi, Fibonacci
series, fractality), which is sacred geometry, you are
moved to a different state of mind, a kind of “knowing.”
If you don’t receive a beam of insight from viewing
the formation itself, close your eyes and reflect on the
source of these creations.

The formations have talked with regularity
about the squaring of the circle, the
marriage of Heaven and Earth. This has
traditionally been thought of as referring
to the increasing spiritualization of our
material reality....I think we are being
told that there is no separation between
spirit and matter at all and that they are
in fact just “intensities” of the very same
thing – Spirit....The patterns in our fields
are echoes of much larger patterns in our
own consciousness and in our collective
consciousnesses; they are echoes and
premonitions of something profound,
new and potentially paradigm-changing.
Human consciousness is inextricably
bound to the crop circles. One is bound to
the other like spirit to matter, not separate,
but perhaps different intensities of the very
same thing.

It is time for us to embrace these formations
for what they are, which is a gift from an
intelligence that is more evolved than we are. I see the
undeniable phenomenon of the crop circles as a divine
intervention of sorts. We don't seem to realize how
fortunate we are to have these more evolved members
of our galactic family trying to show us the true nature
and structure of our universe. Let's open our eyes. Let's
open our minds. Let's open our hearts.
John Shopka sees himself – and everyone else – as a
multidimensional being of light.
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The Humble Cabbage
Deserves a Second Look
Five good reasons to add this cancer-fighting veggie to your diet

of cooked cabbage contains only 33
calories, ideal for weight loss.
There are, however, more important
health reasons to include the vegetable
in our diets.

By ALICE ALECH

E

very Thursday at school, we
used to have beef and cabbage
stew for lunch. It was always ruined,
because the cabbage was bland and
overcooked. It was enough to put a
child off the vegetable for life.
Years later, as I learn more and
more about a plant-based, whole
food way of cooking for my family,
I wonder at the versatility of this
leafy vegetable. According to
research, the humble cabbage is
endowed with essential nutrients
and powerful antioxidants that can
help fight disease.
It took me a long time to “get”
cabbage. But it’s now one of my
favourite comfort foods – and one
of the healthiest green vegetables
you can eat.
Cabbage,
kale,
cauliflower,
Brussels sprouts, broccoli and
several other vegetables all come
from the plant species known as
Brassica oleracea. Cabbage can
be sautéed, steamed, stuffed or eaten raw, although it
shouldn’t be cooked for too long if you want to get the
most nutritional value. Crunchy cabbage with minimal
cooking, such as stir-fry, is one of the best ways to get
the most health benefits: keep it simple, the Asian way,
with just a bit of garlic and some herbs.
Today, my family also enjoys sauerkraut as a colourful
addition to our winter meals and summer salads.
Sauerkraut is fermented cabbage – yet another method
of preparing the versatile vegetable. Based on an
ancient method of preserving food, sauerkraut’s friendly
bacteria are healthy and helpful for our gut systems.

2. Cabbage is good for
our digestive systems
Cabbage is loaded with dietary
fibre, or “roughage.” By consuming
vegetables with fibre, we help
keep things moving in our guts.
Fibre eases bowel movements, thus
accelerating the movement of waste.
If the digestive system does not have
enough roughage, it messes with the
flow, causing constipation and a delay
in the excretion of toxins. Bear in
mind, though, that the cabbage family
is often referred to as the flatulence
family; so here’s a tip: lightly cook
cabbage to reduce gas formation.
Here are five good reasons you should consider
adding more cabbage to your diet.

1. Cabbage for weight loss

3. Cabbage provides vital
vitamins and nutrients

Cabbage is low in calories and has a high water
content – the main reason cabbage soup became
a trend in the 80s. It offered a quick fix for rapid
weight loss. Although the plan was appealing –
consume unlimited cabbage soup for a week and
lose up to 15 pounds – you can’t eat cabbage soup
week after week. What you can do is add a cup of
cabbage to your homemade vegetable soup: one cup

According to the USDA National Nutrient Database,
half a cup (75 grams) of shredded, cooked cabbage
provides 30-35% of the daily recommended
intake of Vitamin C. It also provides nearly a full
day’s requirement of vitamin K and respectable
amounts of many other nutrients. But it’s cabbage’s
phytonutrients that really make it shine.
See CABBAGE on page 15
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How the Internet has helped a Tarot card reader's business flourish.

By KAREN CAVALLI

T

he material and spirit worlds find a blended home in the business strategy
Madhavi Ghare employs to grow her tarot card reading venture.
Based in north New Jersey, Ghare, 41, has been working on her social and
business strategy for roughly two years with the aim of increasing revenue and
assisting clients in their personal development. To identify opportunities, about
two years ago Ghare started tracking tarot card reading requests and deliveries in
an Excel spreadsheet. “[Demand] is cyclical,” she notes, “there’s no set pattern.”
Currently, Ghare performs between 10 and 20 readings per month initiated by
clients’ requests. “I think it depends on the social media outreach I do,” she says.
The social media platforms Ghare uses are YouTube, a blog, Instagram, Facebook
and Twitter. In 2018 Madhavi began tracking her social media activity to measure
their effect, that is, what’s working and what isn’t. For example, Madhavi posts
free daily readings on Facebook and Twitter. The Twitter posts, which are links
to the daily reading on her Facebook page, get more retweets when she includes
a photo.
As another example, in the past her daily readings had no set topic; using the
deck she’d chosen for that month, she let the oracle decide when she pulled the
card for the day. For 2018 she’s setting themes for each month and choosing the
deck accordingly. For January, for example, she chose the theme of “Beginnings.”
Tracking this activity will allow Ghare to see if there is a relationship the social
media activity and demand for readings. Based on what she discovers, she can then
focus her time and activity more precisely on what’s working (and not waste time
on what isn’t).
Clients book readings on her WordPress website or, if they are existing clients,
by emailing or calling Ghare. Ghare requests the client provide their full name and
location and date of birth. The payment transaction takes place on PayPal. Once
the reading is scheduled, and the client has communicated the specific question or
concern to Ghare, Ghare sits and says a little prayer or an affirmation or meditates
to enlist the divine’s figurative hand in pulling the cards on Ghare’s behalf, a
practice her tarot teacher taught her. “You have to ask for permission, protection
and guidance for accessing this information,” Ghare explains.
Early on in her tarot reading career, Ghare incorporated affirmations because
she was getting too involved in her clients’ lives. “I added to the prayer, ‘I will
do the readings without any personal involvement,’” Ghare notes. At the end of
the reading, Ghare holds the cards and says, “Thank you for your wisdom and
guidance,” a mantra she repeats until she feels herself coming out of “zone.”
When Ghare pulls the cards for the reading, when she connects with intelligence
beyond the usual five senses, she doesn’t use any specific technology. “I find the
tarot reading apps a little weird,” notes Ghare. The computer-generated spreads
can confuse clients, Ghare feels. “The app just throws in all the definitions of a
card, so you get a very general spread, but the client has a specific question.” Ghare
works at home, so she always has a deck at hand. “So, I don’t really need the app.
Maybe tarot reading apps are good for people who are in an office.”
Ghare, who came to the U.S. from India when she was 32, uses multiple
technologies to facilitate the delivery of the reading to the client. She performs
the majority of her tarot card readings virtually via Skype or phone. If the client
doesn’t have time for a virtual meeting, Ghare uses a voice memo app on her phone
to record what she sees going on in the spread she has pulled. “Usually tarot card
readers will transcribe the reading into text,” says Ghare, “But I think recordings
are more natural.”
She also includes a photo of the spread she took, using the camera app on her
phone. She uses the annotation tool on her phone’s photo app to add notes to
individual cards and the spread as a whole. As soon as the reading is done she
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uploads all the related files from her phone to Box, a document storage platform,
obtains a share link and emails that to the client.
Ghare’s technology approach has advantages for both Ghare and clients. Clients
can listen to the readings multiples times. If they have follow-up questions for
Ghare, she refreshes her memory by reviewing the notes she made and the photos
of the spreads. “It all comes back to me when I see the image of the spread,” Ghare
notes.
Ghare was about 30 and living in Pune, India, where she was born, when a friend
introduced her to the tarot. “Everybody wants to know what’s going to happen,”
says Ghare of why so many people love tarot card readings. “That was the reason
why I started to get into reading.”
“I was fascinated by the cards,” she notes of those early days. “I felt they were
talking to me. I wanted someone to teach me how to understand them.” She went
for a reading with Sona, an American tarot card reader living in Pune. Originally
from California, Sona told her, “You have intuition; it’s just a matter of restarting
it.” “It sounded so right,” Ghare recalls. “I immediately connected with what Sona
said and decided ‘I’m learning from her no matter what.’”
Ghare started giving readings to others right away. “A kind of madness overtook
me,” she said, “I felt so right at home with the cards.”
Madhavi never planned to read tarot cards professionally. “Sona said, ‘You must;
you’re very good.’” “That was the biggest compliment,” Ghare remembers. “Then
I went online and started ordering books and decks.”
As she worked with the tarot cards, she became more empathic and more skillful
as well as more knowledgeable about technology to assist in her readings.
A fellow for whom she gave a reading in India asked, “Can you record this?”
Ghare found a tiny recorder with a USB plug-in for her desktop machine. Then she
got an iPhone and began using the phone for all parts of the tarot card readings.
It took Madhavi about three years of reading tarot before she could be objective
enough to read for herself. “Seeing myself in a third-person perspective was
important for my personal development,” says Ghare, “but it took a while.” She
used to read for herself a lot but not as much now, about a couple of readings every
few months. She records her own readings for the same reason she records them
for clients: to be able to listen multiples times to the information that came through
and better understand the message.
“Technology has helped me reach a larger audience and do my job quicker, more
smoothly and efficiently.”
With her increased tracking of promotional activity and resulting numbers (what
might be called KPIs or key performance indicators), Ghare is giving her business
its best chance of flourishing in the ways she envisions.

Find Madhavi Ghare at: taroticallyspeaking.com
Instagram.com/taroticallyspeaking
facebook.com/groups/TaroticallySpeaking
twitter.com/madhavighare
How do you use (or not use) technology in your magical practice? Contact
me if you’re interested in sharing in a published article:
kcgoodguide@gmail.com
Freelance writer Karen Cavalli has published extensively online,
in magazines and in books. Her fiction and nonfiction have won
awards. Cavalli lives and writes in Minneapolis, Minnesota, and
her current writing project focuses on the hidden state of spirit in
America. Contact: karen@karencavalli.com
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By RIKKI DUBOIS

S
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ome time ago, I suffered mental trauma that prevents me from going to work
or even leaving the house. Thankfully, I have someone to support and take
care of me. My partner has taken over some of the chores I used to do, holds me
when I cry and makes sure I occasionally get out of the house for air. She is my
confidant, my main supporter and the love of my life, but there are two others who
live in my home who also do their part to take care of me. They are small, mostly
black, furry and have four legs each. They are my two best friends.
The oldest is an eight-year-old, seven-pound Pomeranian named Tux (so named
because when he was a puppy, he was all black with a white tuft on his chest
that made it look like he was wearing a tuxedo.) When my partner got him, she
understood purebred dogs need four names, so she called him Black Tux Franken
Meister. He was almost a year old when I first started visiting my partner (at that
time, my girlfriend). I’d lie on my stomach on the floor to play with him. He had a
little pompom ball that came from a tuque or slipper, which he liked to play with.
I would roll the ball across the living room floor; he would chase it and bring
it back. We would repeat this over and over, until I got tired. He wouldn’t tire
because he was a puppy and had a lot of energy, but being so small, running back
and forth in the living room provided him with a lot of exercise.

"Silliness, cuddles and kisses are ways they help comfort me through my mental illness. It may not
get rid of the illness, but it does temporarily make me feel better and helps me smile."

Eventually, my partner and I moved in together and Tux adopted me. He came
to see me when he wanted to go out. Since I worked at home, he would sleep
under my desk during the day and in bed with me at night. He sat on me when
we watched TV and I always made sure his bowls were full of food and water.
Even today, if he wants fresh water, he looks at me then growls at his bowl to let
me know I should change his water. With age, his snout has been turning white
and he looks like a raccoon or red panda. He is the boss of the house but is still
my Tux-puppy.
The other member of our household was born in May 2016 and joined our
family on Remembrance Day of the same year. He is a terrier mix named Spirit.
That was the name I chose before we met him; I wanted a mystical name. He
has scruffy hair that is mostly black with some brindle colour mixed in. He is
an intelligent and inquisitive little guy. We were able to break the bad habits he
learned at his previous home very quickly and he listens well. He comes when we
call him, unless there is a bunny in the yard he wants to play with or if he’s talking
to his friend, Mr. Squirrel, who lives in the neighbour’s tree behind our house. He
brings me toys so we can play tug-of-war and fetch. It’s funny to see him growl at
a toy like it’s a true enemy and to watch him throw them up in the air and catch
them. At almost two years old, he is now 13 pounds and full of energy. He likes
to chase Tux in the yard and, sometimes, Tux will chase him. When I am feeling
down, I pick him up and say I am lifting my Spirit. He is my Spirit dog.
These two do their part to take care of me. When my partner gets up for work,
she puts them outside. Because of my illness, I am unable to get up in the morning,
but by 8:00 a.m., they both jump up on the bed to wake me to put them out again.
If I ignore them, Tux climbs up on me and licks my eyes. If I still ignore them, he
takes his little paw and pokes me in the face. This usually makes me laugh and
gets me out of bed. Spirit yawns very loudly in a way I’m sure can be heard in the
other room. If my arm is outstretched, he sits on it so that my hand is in the right
position to scratch his tummy. Sometimes he misses and puts his butt right in my
hand; it’s not a pleasant feeling so that also gets me up.
Once I’m up and have finished breakfast, they come inside and go back to bed.
Since I’m up already, I’ll go into my office to check my emails and do what needs
to be done. If Spirit does not feel like sleeping, he brings me a toy so we can play
See TWO BEST FRIENDS on page 18
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The Heart of Darkness
The Internet has given all of us superpowers of
communication, exposing our human frailty.
By SUSAN HURRELL

H

him becomes a frothing whirlpool of
racist polemic. Somehow the actions
of one irresponsible parent speak to
special treatment of minorities, the
negative impact of immigration, the
weakening of our rule of law. The only
issue here is bad parenting, manifesting
as a traffic safety violation.
It has become so easy to let hate and
disrespect dominate our discourse.
To allow what is new or different or
unknown to make us fearful instead of
curious. To assume that what has been
“the norm” for decades is right only
because it is habitual.
It is still normal on the Internet to
shame women for their appearance, for
their enjoyment of sexuality, for their

seen by people whom I have loved
and cherished as family, friends,
acquaintances. Sometimes it is what
they share. Sometimes it is what they
add as a comment. Sometimes it is
the groups they belong to or endorse.
Sometimes, it is by what they let slide,
what they don’t challenge, what they
don’t stand up FOR.
There are forces at work that would
diminish the humanity of those who
are “other” – from different cultures,
religions, philosophies, locations,
gender-identities, etc. I’m not talking
here about a difference of political
opinion. (Disclaimer: I have no party
affiliation at any political level). I’m
talking about hate. (And it has been
said that hate often comes from fear.)
And we in the New Age community
are often “the other” to those whose
beliefs are more mainstream.
Example: A picture of a Sikh man
wearing a turban riding a motorcycle
with an unhelmeted child riding behind

right to say no to unwanted attention.
What used to be acceptable humour
and locker room talk is now identified
correctly as hate speech and misogyny,
and it still happens. Once you start to
see anti-women speech on the Internet,
its prevalence will shock you.
The recent tragedy in Toronto was
allegedly committed by someone who
was angered that he was unable to
have meaningful emotional and sexual
relationships with women. There is an
underground community of very angry
men who feel disenfranchised from
social norms and who nurture their
shared rage. The Hydra of domestic
terrorism has spawned a new head.
Homophobia,
like
misogyny,
is rampant on the Web, from
schoolyard slurs, to outright threats,
to fearmongering in our political
conversations, where some draw
incorrect equations between being gay
and being a threat to children. The trans
community, the asexual community,

Photo by Lightspring

umans just can’t have nice things.
We have been given a tool that has
the power to connect us with anyone in
the world in a click. What an opportunity
for profound communication, mutual
enlightenment, uplifting discourse and
the nurturing of our “new age” values
of Love and Light.
We had a New Eden. We had
access to the Tree of the Knowledge
of Good and Evil. We ate the apple
(no brand reference intended.) It could
have been paradise.
Instead, we
have snakes aplenty. We have cyberbullying, hate-speech, revenge porn
and online stalking. Misinformation,
disinformation
and
outright lies. And it is all
just lights on a screen until,
tragically, someone dies.
We can build online
global
communities.
We can access a virtual
Library of Alexandria,
having the wealth of
human knowledge and
experience available at
our fingertips. We can
commune with thoughtleaders in the secular and
spiritual realms, following
their ongoing wisdom,
even joining real-time live
streams that allow us to sit
at their virtual feet.
The power of publishing
has been given to the
people. Anyone can now
publish a book, teach a
class, share their journal,
distribute their poetry,
win an audience for their
art. You can give your ideas away for
free, or earn a living sharing your work
on the web. No third-party agent or
broker or publisher or gallery owner
determines who can see your work or
buy your work – you can reach anyone
who is connected to the web. No one
can stop you from sharing your ideas.
Except fear. Fear of the comments.
Fear of the trolls. Fear of the stalkers
and the lurkers and identity thieves that
are the monsters living in the shadows
of the Garden. While the truth can
flourish, no one can stop the lies from
finding soil in which to grow on the
web.
I hope that you, Gentle Reader,
have never cyber-bullied anyone, nor
participated in hate-speech. I cannot
imagine that you have shared revenge
porn, or that you are an Internet
stalker. I’d like to believe that you
check the source of any controversial
information that you share to ensure it
is true and correct and valid. I want to

believe that your words to others in the
comments section pass the four gates –
that you speak the truth, that you speak
with kindness, that you speak what is
necessary, that you speak to edify.
But I cannot be sure that is the case.
For every good thing that is written
on the Internet, there are shadow-side
posts and comments that cause damage
to body, mind, spirit and soul. How did
we – who control the content on the
Internet in our own microcosms that
make up the macro – how have we let
this happen?
With the rise of the forces of
authoritarianism and fascism in the
political sphere, I have been shocked
and dismayed by the posts I have

the non-binary community and others
experience the same persistent hatred
in ways both overt and covert.
Imagine being a gay woman of
colour, who may also be a refugee
from a war-torn area in the developing
world. The online hatred towards the
immigrant and refugee community is
often thinly veiled as patriotism. There
is much incorrect information being
shared about government funding,
government intention, immigrant
rights and privileges as compared to
our seniors, our military, our veterans.
The fear of the other, of people of
different races and religions is illogical
when we remember that unless we are
members of one of the First Nations,
we are all the descendants
of immigrants who came
to this continent as people
of a different colour, race,
religion than those who
were here before us. And
because Canada has been
a nation of immigrants
for centuries, just because
someone is different than
us, doesn’t mean they are
“new” to Canada. Their
ancestors may have been
here long before our own.
Telling them to go back
to where they came from
may mean heading to St.
Boniface, or somewhere
more exotic, like Vancouver.
We tear each other down,
criticizing, admonishing,
impugning
motive,
implying malintent.
No
matter
what
someone
does, there is someone
ready to take them down.
Sometimes, trolls don’t even read with
sufficient comprehension to have their
critiques make sense. They pick apart
words, play semantic games, parse
the intention of the original post into
disconnected fragments that rely on
logical flaws in their refutation. This
is bullying, as much as the schoolyard
name-calling that is present in equal
measure.
So, Gentle Reader, Believer in Love
and Light, what do we do to fight for
the Light, and keep the darkness at
bay? Do we turn the other way, until
the haters come for us? They have, and
they will continue to – they may just
not have found you yet. Do we protect
and defend those who are the most
vulnerable on the Web – who really,
are all of us. All that is required for
evil to flourish is for us to continue to
do nothing.
At the very least, we can arm ourselves
See DARKNESS on page 19
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Do you know your tree sign?
What the organic magic of the natural world says about you
By CHRISTINA RAI
WHEELWRIGHT

A

n ancient astrological mantra
attributed to metaphysical scholar
Hermes Trismegistus says, “As above,
so below, as within, so without, as the
universe, so the soul.”
Essentially, this seeker of wisdom
recognized that all life is connected in
a fundamental and inimitable fashion.
Most of today’s new age thinking is
based on this simple, yet profound
concept.
But we don’t have to be philosophers
to understand what it actually means.
Just follow the thread of your life
and eventually you will come back to
yourself. Notice the synchronicities
that occur. Keep track of repeated
motifs that surface. Look lightly, yet
deeply, into the interior places of your
soul and you will discover treasure
beyond compare. The purpose of any
metaphysical tool is really to better
understand your life journey, to more
closely zero in on your personal path,
and to walk it with confidence and
courage.
Understanding how the natural world
is reflected in your own persona and

how you are found in the natural world
around you can be both liberating and
instructive.

Zodiac signs
Most of us know our zodiac sign. We
know those born from mid-March
to mid-April are Aries. These people
are edgy and exciting, and favour the
fastest running shoes they can find.
Taurus folks are born from mid-April
to mid-May and are calm and reliable,
always providing stability to those
around them. The next 30-day segment
aligns with Gemini, the group who
never stops talking and never runs out
of things to talk about! Right?
Then comes Cancer, who are people
who know how to take care of just
about everyone. They are the universal
parents. Leos love to command
attention and do it with flair and
drama. Virgos stay in the background
and keep their hands on the steering
wheel – thank goodness! Someone
has to keep things running smoothly.
Libras know how to throw a fabulous
party and get everyone to at least agree
to disagree and Scorpios add a bit of
mystery wherever they go.

The Sagittarius clan are the eternal
optimists with a hunger for the new
adventure lurking around the corner,
while the Capricorn group likes to
keep it real and stick to the facts.
Those distracted Aquarians are all
pondering the future and thinking up
new things on a social, economic and
philosophical level. And, finally, the
Pisces people contribute imagination,
artistry, intuitive insight and wisdom to
anything they are involved with.

What's Your Sign?
Aries: March 21-April 20
Taurus: April 20 to May 21
Gemini: May 21 to June 21
Cancer: June 21 to July 23
Leo: July 23 to August 23
Virgo: August 23 to September 23
Libra: Sept. 23 to October 23
Scorpio: October 23 to Nov. 22
Sagittarius: Nov. 22 to Dec. 22
Capricorn: Dec. 22 to January 20
Aquarius: January 20 to Feb. 19
Pisces: February 19 to March 21

Celtic tree wisdom
But what if that doesn’t sound entirely
like you? Interestingly, back in the
day when people were much more
connected to earth energy, the Celts
developed a system that aligned birth
dates to specific trees. The trees were
chosen to more clearly and organically
define
certain
characteristics
observed to be prevalent in those who
were born under their rulership, just
as traditional astrology does within
its accepted parameters.
To understand yourself on a variety
of levels and with a variety of
approaches, find your birthdate in the
sidebar to find which tree is your tree,
then refer to the list that follows and
read the brief description. Synthesize
this with your zodiac sign. You may
be surprised at what you can glean
from combining these two ancient
approaches to understanding one’s
personality. So, let’s start with trees
and Celtic wisdom.

See TREE WISDOM on next page
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Tree Signs
Birch: December 24 to January 20
Rowan: January 21 to February 17
Ash: February 18 to March 17
Alder: March 18 to April 14
Willow: April 15 to May 12
Hawthorn: May 13 to June 9
Oak: June 10 to July 7
Holly: July 8 to August 4
Hazel: August 5 to September 1
Vine: September 2 to September 29
Ivy: September 30 to October 27
Reed: October 28 to November 24
Elder: November 25 to December 23

Birch: The Achiever

was the wood of choice for inscribing
runes which were used for divination.

Alder: The Trailblazer

Birch people are ambitious, driven,
enthusiastic and full of zeal. They are
always ready to try new things and
go to new places, both figuratively
and literally. Natural leaders, they are
both tough and tolerant, and, like the
birch, their ability to bend gives them
incredible strength.

Ash: The Enchanter

Advocates, crusaders, leaders. That’s
what Alder people are. They have
the ability to rally the troops, incite
to riot and move the masses. Their
charismatic energy draws others into
their orb simply because others can
sense that Alder folks love to be with
people. These are strong-willed and
self-confident types who tend to keep it
to the bottom line without a lot of fuss
or bother! Alder was once regarded
as a protective wood, able to ward off
unwanted energies.

Rowan: The Thinker
Visionary, creative – often in a
unique and quirky way – and highminded are some of the individualistic
characteristics of this group. Because
they are so much in their heads –
thinking is their favourite pastime!
– they can appear to be aloof and
unemotional. In fact, they feel a lot of
passion, but only for things that move
them into action. Back in the day, this

The Ash group can be imaginative,
intuitive, artistic and inner-oriented.
Their vision of reality is uniquely their
own and makes all kinds of sense to
them, though the rest of us might need
some time to get with the program. This
is a very fluid energy that is constantly
shifting, just like water, which makes
these folks highly adaptable to a
changing environment. Because their
souls so aspire to the divine, they can
come across as disconnected and even
moody. If their partners can learn to flow
with their mood cycles, they will have
very interesting lives! Ash has always
been associated with magical uses. The
druids used it for wands, and witches
brooms were made of this hard, straight
wood.

Willow: The Observer
Inherent in this tree sign is a natural
understanding of the universal order.
These folks are keenly attuned to
See TREE WISDOM on page 12
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TREE WISDOM continued from page 11

cycles, especially the lunar cycle, and can often sense things before they actually
know them. Their connection to the earth provides them with a natural wisdom
that espouses patience, practicality and tolerance. Their philosophy is that there
is a reason for everything, even if it is not immediately understood. In part,
Willow intersects with the zodiac sign of Taurus and, interestingly, in traditional
astrology, this is the sign where the moon finds her exaltation; that is to say, she
is very, very happy when she falls in Taurus, able to ground out all the magic the
moon has to offer!

Hawthorn: The Illusionist
Captivating, interesting, often contradictory and sometimes duplicitous,
Hawthorn people are often more than one thing at a time and can keep their
friends and lovers guessing. Curious and exploratory, always eager to learn
and try out something new, they keep life interesting simply because they
are so supremely interested in everything and everybody. The world is their
playground and they have fun playing around in it. These magical trees were
once thought to be witches who had transformed themselves. What is seen is
not always what it is!

Oak: The Stabilizer
Strong and protective are two of the main characteristics of this sign. Oak
people naturally find those who need help, who are weak or downtrodden, and
stand up for them. They have an intrinsic sense of history, particularly when
it comes to lineage and ancestry, which gives them the ability to link things
together and make sense of what, in many cases, doesn’t seem to make sense.
There is a deep and pervasive gentleness wired into their psyches, and they
are generous, kind and helpful without trying too hard. It’s why they make
good teachers! White Oak is the only wood that can hold a liquid, lending it a
natural magic. It is often used for arts and crafts of a functional nature.

Holly: The Ruler
Have you ever met a person who naturally becomes the centre of the universe?
These people have a natural dignity that makes others respect them, even if
there is no real reason for it. Full of zest and energy, they love to go for the
gold and often are blessed with talents and abilities that others need to work
hard to acquire. They are always confident and full of passion, but also need
some encouragement to get off their backsides and get moving. The key is to
give them a goal to achieve with a reward attached to it and then they will fight
to win! These are the royals. Holly is the whitest wood, suggesting purity.

where
right
and
wrong are constantly
shifting to suit the
situation. This can
make it challenging
for those around them
to get them to make
a firm commitment
to any one course of
action or preference.
However,
their
sense of aesthetics
is exquisite and they
have a taste for fine
food, fine wine and
fine things in general.
Often, they lend an
elegant air to their
surroundings, even if
they have bought them
on the cheap. One
of the metaphysical
properties of Vine is
the ability to take root
and surround other
living
organisms.
Another association is
the ability to penetrate
any environment and
cohabit with other
living
organisms.
Vine can adapt and
mold itself when
needed,
but
can
also create issues of
codependency with
others.
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Ivy: The Survivor
Give these folks a challenge others may cringe at and they will tackle it with
grit and determination. They are the ones who can overcome just about any
odds, if need be, with a grace that can appear to come from a divine source.
Faithful both to those they love and to the principles which move them to
love, these are loyal, compassionate and devoted souls. Often, you will find
those who are natural spiritual disciples and devotees in this group. Ivy was
considered a plant of protection.

Photo by snowturtle

Reed: The Inquisitor

Hazel: The Knower

Have you ever met that person who knows everybody’s secrets but tells no
one their own? That’s the Reed group. They are natural detectives, able to dig
deep into any matter. They love to find out things others may never discover.
This ability is founded on a deep need to get to the truth, dig out what needs
to be dug out and get it into the full light of day. Because they are able to find
out people’s secret things, they can sometimes find themselves in positions
of subtle power over others. Their challenge is to use this power wisely
and not become manipulative in the process. Reeds are often used in the
construction of musical instruments. Music itself is a form of communication
that supersedes the usual methods of exchanging information. Reed is able to
affect atmosphere without words.

Elder: The Seeker
Vagabond energy! Wild, freedom loving, untamed and irrepressible! These
are souls who can be ultimate extroverts. Because of their enthusiastic
persona, they sometimes come on a bit strong and can experience rebuffs
from others. Sometimes this is due to thoughts coming out of their mouths
before the words can be formed. However, this lack of consideration is not
due to a lack of caring, but rather to an abundance of uncontrollable energy
that makes them get ahead of themselves. If you ever need a hand, they will
be there before you can even ask! This wood was used to protect and break
negative energy directed at you.

Here we find the eternal student who loves to learn, not necessarily for the
sake of the knowledge, but more for the love of the process. This group has a
natural intellectual prowess with, in many cases, a photographic memory. Or,
at least, it may appear so to those of us who have a hard time remembering
what day it is! If you have ever met an individual who can recite poetry from
memory and tell you more than you ever wanted to know about all the things
you have never been interested in, then maybe you have run into the Hazel
As you read through these brief descriptions, you will notice they all
tree person. Innately organized, these are useful people to have around when
you are researching or doing discovery. Ask them to find that elusive piece of correlate to the 12 signs of the zodiac and expand
data and they will. In magical terms, hazel wands used in ritual work were upon them. Of course, there are 13 tree signs as befits
a protocol that was developed when the Moon was the
reputed to facilitate healing.
most important luminary in the celestial heights!

Vine: The Equalizer

Winnipegger Christina Rai is an evolutionary astrologer
Vine people are the mediators within the group. Their greatest gift is that and published author. You can find her latest novel,
they can see all sides of any issue, thus making them very able when it comes Finding Grace, at McNally Robinson Booksellers. You
to creating consensus. In a way, they live in a neutrally grey kind of reality can reach her at christinaraiw@gmail.com.
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Let your vagina enjoy
a steamy cup of tea

By ADINA LAKSER

S

elf-care. Who hasn’t heard about it?
Meditation, yoga, me time at the spa. But there
is one relaxation break you might not have heard
of: having a cup of tea with your vag. Yes, you
read that right.
This cup of tea, otherwise known as yoni
steaming, is an ancient practice that is being
revived here in Winnipeg by healer and artist
Jessica Wyn. She describes a steam as a “herbally
infused, warm, comforting, medicinal uplifting
relaxing kind of experience.” I had the opportunity
to try out a steam and chat with her about the
practice in her home and studio, a cozy apartment
high above it all, nestled in the tree tops.
Yoni is the Sanskrit word for womb, uterus or
vagina, but it signifies more than just the anatomy.
Yoni is a symbol of the goddess Shakti, the
female generative power, the energy of the Divine
Feminine and the wisdom of creation that lies in
all of us.
Wyn was first introduced to yoni steaming while
studying holistic midwifery in North Carolina in
2014. As someone who struggles with a “uterus that
complains and has issues,” as she puts it, she was
intrigued by what this group of “wonderful wise
women” taught her about the practice. She and her
fellow students experienced a steam at a Korean
spa in Atlanta, Georgia. After this experience, for
Wyn, yoni steaming went from something more
abstract or just connected to midwifery care, to
something that could be helpful for all of us with
yonis.
Yoni steaming, as the name denotes, is a
practice of steaming the outside of the yoni with
a herbal infusion. Sierra Brashear, a yoni steamer
practitioner in Colorado, explains on her website,
soulvibrance.com:
“A yoni steam works by applying gentle heat,

as well as moisture that carries medicinal plant
oils, to the exterior tissues of the vagina...These
tissues are very porous and absorbent, allowing
the bloodstream to pick up the medicinal oils and
and carry them into the inner reproductive system,
including the uterus. There, they work to help the
uterus cleanse and release what is built up on its
lining.”
To prepare for my steam, Wyn simmered a blend
of herbs to help with nourishment and general
health (different herb blends would be used to
treat a number of different issues). She opened the
lid of her cedar yoni box, placed the pot inside,
closed the lid and asked me to sit above the hole in
the box, draping the long skirt I wore over it. She
then placed a blanket over my lap, ensuring all the
steam would be trapped in.
As I sat, she let me know I could talk or go quiet,
and she would accommodate what I needed during
the session. Initially, I was chatty, but as I felt the
steam start to permeate, I quieted and went inside
to experience this unique sensation. I stayed on
the box for about 15 minutes, which Wyn said is
a good amount for a first time steam. Although I
could definitely feel the steam, it wasn’t too hot or
uncomfortable. Rather, it felt really soothing and
nourishing. After my steam, I felt like my yoni and
pelvic region was both plumper and more toned.
Yoni steaming is said to be an effective
treatment for many gynecological concerns,
such as painful menstruation, heavy bleeding,
fibroids, cysts, infection, yeast, irregular periods,
uterine weakness or collapse, and preparing the
body for pregnancy. As well, it’s used during the
postpartum period to heal tears and wounds, and
to speed up the process of uterine shedding. Wow!
As Wyn remarked, “Period complaints are rather
common, but (it’s) rather uncommon to have
effective treatments.” For those who have issues
with menstruation, premenstrual symptoms, perimenopausal issues, how did we not know about

this gentle, effective and accessible treatment?!
Although often used to treat health issues, yoni
steaming can also be practised as a regular routine
to nourish and connect with our bodies. As Wyn
said, “Most of the time, we either think of our
yonis when they’re bleeding or we’re interacting
with them in a sexual way. Steaming is a way
to open up a connection that’s caring (and) that
builds a listening relationship with ourselves
that’s so important.”
In the words of sexual health educator Wendy
Stgrar, “The pelvic cavity is a truth teller for
most of us.” Opening the lines of communication
is integral to honouring needs and boundaries.
The pelvic region houses the first chakra and
second root chakras. The first, the root chakra, is
related to our feelings of safety and security. The
second, the sacral chakra, is related to sexuality,
sensuality, creativity and connection. Our lower
torso can transmit essential information about
what we like, what we don’t like, what can help us
ground down and what can help us play. Having a
steam is a great time to hang out with and listen to
our pelvic region.
You can contact Wyn at jessicawyn.com or
204-990-2611 to learn more about – and try – a
yoni steam. She also offers many other services,
from yoni egg yoga to burlesque clowning
classes. Women’s traditional medicine – practices
that, even despite extensive suppression, have
been passed down and revived – offer holistic,
respectful and integrative
approaches to connecting
with and healing our
bodies.
Adina Lakser is a
Winnipeg-based sex coach,
writer and mother. Visit her
at coachingwithadina.com.
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Through Urban Design
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W

e have the potential to live better than we have
ever lived before, but we’re not. In Happy City:
Transforming Our Lives Through Urban Design,
Charles Montgomery explores how the city environment
negatively affects us – individually and collectively –
and what can be done to change this.
Montgomery researched and travelled the world
looking for answers. He met with – and studied the
works of – psychologists, architects, city planners,
politicians, landscape architects, brain scientists,
happiness economists and grassroots activists to
discover how our cities shape us.
Though the industrial revolution created an unhealthy
city, the solution was just as bad. Suburban living
became the ideal. With mass production of cars and the
availability of cheap energy, more people could afford
to live further from the city centre. Long commutes
have led to what is now labelled an obesogenic lifestyle.
The physical effects of sprawl are so measurable that
scientists can determine the length of your commute by
how much extra weight you carry. City design can even
affect how long you will live.
Montgomery writes that there is “a direct relationship
between well-being and leisure time. The more people
hung out with family and friends in any particular day,
the more happiness and enjoyment they reported, and
the less stress and worry.” Ideally, we benefit from
six or seven hours of socializing per day and we can’t
rely only on our family and close friends for a sense of
connectedness. We need what Montgomery refers to as
“partial engagement”: a chat with a fellow shopper while
waiting to make a purchase, exchanging greetings with
people at the bus stop, or dissecting the latest Jets game
while waiting in line to get a cup of coffee. Fleeting
moments spent with strangers and acquaintances give
us a sense of connection.
Since the time of Aristotle and Socrates, human
happiness has been studied. We need conviviality. We
need accessible public green spaces. We need urban
diversity. What we have are cities chopped up into areas
zoned for single use, which necessitates owning a vehicle.
Our cities are no longer designed for people; they are
designed for automobiles. Instead of developing their
own planning codes, most cities opted into a generic
code. The plan benefitted developers, manufacturers of
household goods and the auto industry.
Reading Montgomery's book, what was especially
enlightening and disturbing to me was the fact that
government regulations and subsidies had a hidden
agenda that favoured a certain percentage of the
population. Urban sprawl enabled the spread, indirectly
or directly of racism, elitism, sexism and ageism.
We are constantly responding to our environment,
consciously and unconsciously. When we feel safe and
happy, we trust other people and treat them better. When
everyone feels more hope, happiness and respect, crime
rates fall. Our external circumstances may not change,
but if our perception does, we respond accordingly. Our
behaviour isn’t always the result of a logical process
where thoughts and actions are based on reality. For
example, riding an ascending escalator makes us more
helpful and generous.
The environmental effect of urban green space
on people is stunning. Exposure to nature positively
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affects our well-being, influences our behaviour and
benefits society. Without green space, people are
psychologically fatigued, rude, unable to cope, shorttempered, violent and verbally harsh. Police records
show a lack of greenery is linked to higher crime rates.
Most significantly, violent crimes – including assault
and battery, robbery and murder – are higher in areas
lacking green space.
In theory, the city is a place where every citizen
contributes and benefits. For decades, American cities
have been remiss in making the urban experience
positive for the greatest number of people. Land
developers and those with a vested interest in sprawling
cities full of single family dwellings have pushed the
idea that getting away from the city centre is the ideal
lifestyle. When subdivisions are created, developers
provide the city with a large, one time financial boost.
But the city is then left with the task of factoring into
their annual budget the money to provide services
and maintain the infrastructure for these far-flung
communities.
When the bulk of public funds go into supporting
infrastructure for cars, the inner city and its residents
are neglected and public services lack financial
support. Meanwhile, the promise of freedom in the
suburbs creates a huge burden for those who buy into
it. Urban sprawl actually makes everyone sicker, poorer
and deeply unhappy. Car-related costs account for
approximately 20 percent of a person’s income. Living
in the suburbs, you don’t just buy a car if you want
one, you buy one because
you have no choice. Zoning
for single use extends the
distance one must travel
to get to amenities. People
become vehicle dependent
and time strapped. With
less time and energy,
suburbanites are less likely
to pay attention to civic
politics, do surveys, attend
town hall meetings or vote.
Humans
will
make
illogical and bad choices
sometimes. Many opt into
a lifestyle that’s unhealthy.
They might want to be
happier, but even positive
change is stressful. A
psychological and large
financial commitment to the
suburban myth keeps people
locked into maintaining
the status quo. People will
usually only make changes
if there is an obvious
personal benefit to them.
Soaring energy costs may
be the necessary catalyst.
It was hard to remain
positive while reading the
first few chapters of this book. When Montgomery
switched from explaining problems to outlining
solutions, I got excited. Individuals, groups and
communities are transforming their cities and
neighbourhoods. We can change. There is hope. It takes
vision, coordinated effort and a willingness to embrace
change. Montgomery writes that we need to redesign
city spaces with an awareness of “how places, crowds,
views, architecture, and ways of moving influence the
way we feel. We need to identify the unseen systems
that influence our health and control our behaviour.
Most of all, we need to understand the psychology by
which all of us comprehend the urban world and make
decisions about our place in it.”
Solutions include: incorporating common areas into
neighbourhoods; alternative transportation options; a
more user friendly city centre that encourages partial
engagement; diversity of dwellings, dwellers and
businesses; and building up, not out.
A new mobility model is essential. In Paris, citizens
use the same card to ride the metro, take buses and rent
bikes and cars. In other cities, mobile diversity is being
facilitated with bigger bike lanes. Some cities have
transformed whole streets into pedestrian corridors. In
Bogotá, Columbia, 96.5 kilometres of city roads are
devoted to public use for cycling, walking, running and
in-line skating every Sunday. In New York, traffic is
permanently blocked around Times Square. Reclaim

the streets and the whole city dynamic changes. Streets
that are more diverse result in less stress for people and
are better for the environment.
Maintaining central services encourages their use.
Studies show that buses need to arrive at a stop every 15
minutes in order for people to be motivated to use them.
And having easy access to information about when a bus
will arrive lowers stress and increases ridership. It’s not
about getting rid of cars, it’s about making other ways
of getting around viable. A more equal transportation
system makes citizens happier as they are freed from
the cost of a car. People make different choices when
they have transportation options that really give them
the freedom to choose. The resulting drop in carbon
emissions is good for the planet and good for everyone’s
health.
“Cities should strive to embrace complexity, not just
in transportation systems but in human experience,”
Montgomery writes. There isn’t a perfect neighbourhood
design to be copied. “We all have our own tolerance
for crowding or quietude, our own thirst for novelty or
privacy or music or gardening, and our own complex
associations with spaces, scents, and memories.” In
Vancouver, urban diversity is facilitated by building
condominiums on four or five storey podiums full of
shops and services. City planners insist that if developers
want to build a high rise in Vancouver, they must also
create one of the following: a public park or plaza, daycare centre, or land for affordable social housing.
“We can find various geometries to save ourselves
and the planet. They do not
all involve stacking our lives
into the sky, but they are
almost all tighter than what
the proponents of dispersal
have been selling us.” Though
planners and developers have
attempted to segregate the
city into areas designated
by function and linked by
main arteries, “everything
remains inherently connected
to everything else. The
ways we move, the things
we buy, the pleasures we
take, the trash we produce,
the carbon we blow into the
atmosphere, and the economy
itself are intertwined and
interdependent. If you follow
these threads far enough, they
lead to a point of intersection
where the projects of urban
prosperity, sustainability, and
happiness really do converge
– not in a single object or
building, but in the complex
weave of energy, mobility,
economics, and geometric
systems that define city life,”
Montgomery writes.
Whether you live in the inner city or have bought your
dream home in the suburbs, the shape of your city has
a huge impact on your health, wealth and happiness.
As energy costs rise, cities and individuals can realize
positive benefits by embracing change. “The happy
city plan is an energy plan. It is a climate plan. It is a
belt-tightening plan for cash-strapped cities. It is also
an economic plan, a job plan, and a corrective for weak
systems. It is a plan for resilience.” We can take back
control of the systems that determine what happens in
our cities. We can have our cake and eat it too, using
the basic recipe for urban happiness Montgomery offers.
This is a thought-provoking, educational and interesting
book that should be required reading for every politician
and planner.
Nancy, Night Sky Woman, has been doing psychic card
readings professionally for over
20 years. She is also an astrologer
and has studied a variety of
spiritualities and philosophies.
She has been writing Taroscopes
for over five years and teaches the
tarot through lifelong learning.
To book an appointment or for
information about classes, you
can reach Nancy at 204-775-8368
or ngill@mymts.net.

KARMA continued from page 3
Sabena’s condition, we made the at once difficult and
easy decision to turn back. But it was going to be easier
said than done. To return, we would have to climb
nearly another 2,000 feet to get to the descent path on
the other side of Mawenzi. The highest elevation I had
ever experienced was 13,000 feet in Cusco, Peru.
Prior to our journey, Sunita and I had agreed that
if one of us had to abort the climb, the other would
continue. When the time came to make that decision,
Sunita insisted I carry on. But I would not go without
her or my sister; so the three of us agreed we would go
back together. I knew I would be sick with worry if we
didn’t.
Godfrey had tried valiantly to convince me to go on,
but my decision was final: if the three of us could not
get to the top together, then the three of us would return
to base together. So Godfrey decided to accompany us
because, he said, the route would be very challenging.
This was an unusual decision. Normally, if anyone has
to turn back, Godfrey continues to lead the rest of the
team forward. But this time, he made an exception. I
don’t know why he did, but I was extremely grateful
for it. As I followed his outstretched finger, revealing
the path ahead, I wondered how on earth we would be
able to climb even higher to get to the other side of the
mountain.
Thanks to Godfrey’s skillful guidance, we did
manage to get to the top of Mawenzi, almost another
two thousand feet up. But when we looked down at
the ground we still had to cover, I was more than a bit
scared. Constantly and carefully assessing the path,
Godfrey chose a longer, somewhat less challenging
route back to the mountain base. It was a calculated
move based on many years of experience; and while we
didn’t find it easy, the alternative would undoubtedly
have been more difficult. When we finally arrived at our
evening’s destination, we were grateful for his skillful
dedication to keeping us safe. It crossed my mind that
we had entrusted our lives to a man who had been a
perfect stranger to us only five days before. I thought
back to how I had asked for a different guide team, but
fate must have intervened on our behalf. I was filled
with overpowering gratitude, especially when Godfrey
encouraged Sunita and Sabena, who had no appetite, to
have at least a bowl of soup at dinner.
On the long descent the next day, Godfrey and I
CABBAGE continued from page 5

4. Cabbage for
cancer prevention
Cabbage contains antioxidant phytonutrients which,
researchers say, may reduce our risk for certain types
of cancer. A literature review in the journal Cancer
Epidemiology, Biomarkers & Prevention examined
the anticarcinogenic (cancer-fighting) properties of
brassica vegetables and found substantial evidence
of cancer preventive effects. Here are some of the
researchers’ findings:
•

Brassicas all contain a high concentration of
glucosinolates. These compounds have a strong
anticarcinogenic effect.

•

In long-term studies of people’s eating habits,
consuming cabbage (or other brassica vegetables)
had a strong association with decreased risk of
lung cancer. Brassica consumption also appeared
to reduce the risk of stomach cancer.

•

Of all the brassicas, cabbage showed the greatest
protective effect against cancer. In a whopping
70 percent of case-control epidemiological
studies, people who ate lots of cabbage were less
likely to get cancer than those who ate little or
none.

5. Cabbage for
beautifying the body
Did you know you can eat cabbage for its beautifying
effects? Cabbage contains the mineral sulphur, often
referred to as “the beauty mineral.” You don’t hear
much about this nonmetallic mineral, but sulphur is
vital for producing keratin, an essential protein for

Photo provided by Sandra Sukhan
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Karma connection: Godfrey, Sunita and Sandra.

had frequent conversations, some of them about life’s
philosophical questions. There was no doubt about his
skill as a guide, but he was far wiser than the impression
he had made over the previous days. I asked him: if
he could do anything with his life besides climbing,
which was incredibly hard work, what would he do?
He answered that he’d like to have his own business
renting out quality hiking equipment so he could
provide a proper education for his young daughter
and meaningful work for his wife who was not well
educated. Girls in Tanzania do not have the same
educational opportunities as boys, so this was a noble
thought. When I asked how much he would need to
get started, Godfrey answered $2,500 USD. But after
asking him a few more questions, I realized that while
it was a laudable goal, Godfrey had no idea of how to
start or run a business. A plan began to germinate in
my head.
Soon after getting back to the hotel, Sunita, Sabena
and I discussed Godfrey’s goal and we decided we
would help fund his startup costs through a no-interest
loan – but with some conditions. Donna, another
climber on our team, offered to help Godfrey prepare
healthy hair, skin and nails.
Cabbage’s abundance of vitamin C is vital for
the health – and attractiveness – of our connective
tissues, teeth and gums. Vitamin C is also a powerful
antioxidant, protecting the body from damage caused
by free radicals, including wrinkles and skin damage.
Granted, cabbage may not be the most glamorous or
exotic vegetable, but it is inexpensive, available all year
round and goes well with most meat
(especially pork) and plant-based
proteins, from chick peas to veggie
ground beef.
Writer Alice Alech lives in Provence,
South of France where she writes
on food, olive oïl and wine. She is
co-author of 7 Wonders of Olive Oil.
Find her at alicealech.com
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a sound business plan, including how to repay the loan
and grow his business. I didn’t have a clear justification
for lending the money. And I while I hoped the loan
would be repaid, I rationalized that if it was not, it
would still be worth the investment, because we had
placed our implicit trust in him to bring us safely down
the mountain, and he did.
In March of 2014, we wired the money to Godfrey and
he started his business. His wife and brother managed
it, while he continued to lead climbs. Every quarter, for
two and a half years, he paid back the amount he owed,
always on or before the due date. Once, when I was in
Nairobi for a business trip, I met him for a brief visit.
By then, we had become friends and we shared family
events and photos.
Godfrey’s business grew, and eventually the entire
loan was repaid, except for the final payment which
we asked him to use for this daughter’s primary
school tuition. At nearly $1000 USD per year for
room and board, the cost is almost prohibitive for most
Tanzanians, yet somehow Godfrey had managed to
save the money for it. He did not ask us for that favour.
We wanted to do it as a way of applauding the effort he
had put into improving his family’s life.
In the fall of 2017, Godfrey bought a mill. It’s run
by his wife who employs a few people to grind maize
for local farmers. The mill is a great service for their
community. Previously, farmers had to travel many
miles to get their grains ground.
Godfrey’s daughter is doing well in school, and I help
fund the tuition costs for her education, which I hope
will give her a solid future.
The decision to climb Mt. Kilimanjaro was a lifechanging choice for me in many ways. Although I did
not summit, what I received in return will last a lifetime.
Bonding with my daughters was a gift. Spending
time with my sister was also a gift. But perhaps the
greatest gift was meeting Godfrey and becoming part
of his family. The gift of a loan (which sounds like an
oxymoron) has benefitted his wife, daughters, brother,
and now the entire community. That is the true meaning
of the Sanskrit word karma.
Winnipeg writer Sandra Sukhan was born and raised
in Guyana. She recently published a cookbook of
some of her favourite recipes, including traditional
Guyanese food.

Indian Cabbage Stir Fry
One of my favourite ways of preparing cabbage
is to season it with Indian spices in a stir fry.
This is great as a side dish when served with a
vegetable or meat curry as your main course.
Quick and easy to prepare, you can save even
more time you by chopping up the cabbage in a
food processor.
Ingredients
1/2 head of a small green cabbage, cored and
shredded for easy cooking
1 tablespoon vegetable oil or mustard oil
1 tablespoon black mustard seeds
1 finely sliced red onion
1/2 teaspoon cumin powder
1/2 teaspoon turmeric powder
1/4 teaspoon cayenne pepper
1/2 teaspoon garam massala
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon of freshly grated ginger
Fresh coriander leaves

Heat the oil in a large skillet
(uncooked cabbage takes up a lot of
volume) over medium heat. Add the
mustard seeds, let them pop, then
add the onions and sauté for two
minutes. Add the ginger and spices.
Continue cooking until you get a
nice aromatic mix. Add the cabbage
and salt. Mix well and stir-fry until
tender. Check and adjust seasoning
to taste, then top with chopped
coriander before serving.
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By PAUL KOHLMEIRER

C

upping therapy is old. Very old. It was practised in ancient China, Egypt,
Iran and India, and in Europe before North America was settled. We still
see it in use today. Everything old is new again!
We see athletes with the tell-tale perfectly round bruises that are typical of
cupping treatments (but not absolutely necessary). I have seen people with
cupping marks at the gym, at the pool and when I have been out and about in the
city. Cupping gets a little more famous during every Olympics or other sporting
event when we see the marks on the bodies of our favourite athletes. Sometimes
we notice the marks on celebrities gracing the covers and inside pages of fashion
and lifestyle magazines.
Cupping is the application of cups (which can be made of glass, porcelain,
plastic, bamboo, animal horns, silicone, or other cup-like vessels) which create
a vacuum against the skin. This vacuum pulls the skin and underlying tissues
toward the inside of the cup, and this brings about the health value of the
therapy. Pulling the tissue in this way may allow it to hydrate, to stretch and
to decompress. It is used to treat pain
and inflammation, to stimulate blood
flow and relaxation, and as a type of
deep tissue massage.
Massage therapists, physiotherapists,
chiropractors, acupuncturists and
other therapists are using this modality
more often as part of their treatments.
Courses are being continuously
offered for professionals to learn how
to use cupping safely and effectively
on their clients. The classes range
from one to four days in length and
are meant to tie into the training
these professionals already have.
And as such, cupping can be added
to treatments that are already being
given. The therapist will still assess
you in the same way, but they may
decide that cupping therapy could
help them treat the problem you see
them for.
In my practice as an acupuncturist,
cupping therapy has been useful in
treating low back pain, neck and
shoulder pain, knee pain, headaches
and migraines, facial paralysis, carpal
tunnel syndrome, hypertension,
rheumatoid arthritis and asthma. It
also seems to help in boosting the
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Cupping Makes a Comeback

body’s immune system to fight off infection (it has been used to treat colds
and chest infections). Some of my older patients tell me that their parents or
grandparents used to apply cupping to them when they were sick as children.
In the scientific literature, there are many reported effects of cupping, including
promoting blood flow in the skin, changing the skin’s biomechanical properties,
increasing pain thresholds, reducing inflammation and modulating the immune
system at the cellular level. While it is not explicitly understood why cupping
works the way it does, these reported effects show that something is happening
that we can theoretically use to explain why we therapists would apply cupping
to our patients.
Therapists will often talk about how the cups allow them to work with the
fascial system (myofascial work) or the lymphatic system to free restrictions or
reduce swelling. It is used around tendon or muscle injury sites to irritate the
area so that healing can continue the way we want the tissue to heal in order to
be more functional. And cupping does one thing that is very difficult to do well:
it lifts tissue. This can be very helpful for patients that do not like the pressure
associated with massage or other physical treatments.
I love doing cupping. I add it to my massage therapy treatments daily and find
my patients get excellent results. And I love the stories people tell me about
their friends and family asking about the cupping marks. I had one patient who
convinced their very young children that I had a pet octopus that helped me with
their treatments. While that isn’t the best explanation of what cupping is, it does
make everyone laugh, and laughter is the best medicine of all.
Paul Kohlmeirer is a manically busy business owner with pans over
many fires, from running two healthcare businesses to writing about
his observations of the universe around him. You can tap that deep
well at Straight to the Point Community Acupuncture where he works
as an acupunk and a massage therapist.
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Human rights groups are finally
getting serious about animal rights
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Solidarity must extend not only to all people but also to animals, the earth and the environment.

I

’ve told this story before. It doesn’t have a happy
ending – but at least this time it has a hopeful one.
The day the men took Sasha away from her mother
she was only three weeks old. A few months later,
they took her to the cage where she spent the rest
of her life. This was “home”: a prison of concrete
and metal. No sunshine, no space to turn around and
nothing to do. Even though she had just hit puberty,
they forced her to get pregnant. It went on that way
until the end, forced to give birth over
and over until her body couldn’t take it
anymore.
After years of confinement and abuse
Sasha was packed into a pen with dozens
of others in preparation for slaughter. No
more boredom and no more pain, but the
worst wasn’t over. One by one, they were
pulled out until there was nobody left but
Sasha. She ran back and forth, and then
in circles, screaming. She struggled to lift
the gate of the pen from its hinges, but it
was no use. She died because she was no
longer useful. She died because she was
born as a member of the wrong species,
because she was a pig, and pigs don’t have
rights.
But is that true, or even acceptable in
an era when conceptions of rights are
broadening? I’ve worked with many human
rights organizations and admire their goals, but I’ve
also felt a profound sense of despair, loneliness and
disappointment at how communities that are so
deeply concerned with justice can so thoroughly fail
to stand up for the rights of non-human animals.
When we see the horrors that human beings inflict
on animals in slaughterhouses, fur farms, circuses
and other settings, how, as decent people, can we
not act? That was the question posed to me by a
senior ACLU attorney when I sat down to talk with
him about animal rights last fall. I had realized that
something big was happening in the human rights

world: after years of neglect and hostility, the human
rights movement was embracing animal rights in
earnest.
A week after that meeting I learned that the Center
for Human Rights and Global Justice (CHRGJ) at
New York University – one of the premier human
rights programs in the world – was taking a stand
for animal rights and committing to an all-vegetarian
food policy, which was announced publicly in April
of 2018. The policy makes clear that the fundamental
values underlying human rights advocacy demand

environment on which we all depend.”
Margaret Satterthwaite, a renowned human rights
law professor, attorney and a director of the Center,
has recognized that this new policy is reflective of
a profound and necessary shift in the human rights
movement. As she told me in a recent email:
“The human rights community is beginning to
recognize that our solidarity must extend to embrace
not only all people, but also animals, the earth, and
our environment. In moving to a vegetarian policy,
CHRGJ is taking an important step to match our
actions with our values.”
CHGRJ isn’t alone. The Center for
Constitutional Rights (CCR), another of the
world’s leading human rights organizations,
recently embraced a vegan/vegetarian
policy as “a meaningful act of solidarity”
with the animal rights movement. The
CCR policy further recognizes that an
“increasing number of CCR staff members
see violence against animals as contrary to a
fundamental commitment to justice.”
The progressive National Lawyers
Guild has adopted a similar position
through an initiative spearheaded by women
of colour in the Guild's Animal Rights
Activism Committee (now an independent
project). In the wake of the steps taken
by other human rights groups, the Guild’s
President-Elect, Elena Cohen, told me “I
am so proud that we have joined in the
movement of progressive organizations in adopting
a vegan food policy to make clear that non-human
animal oppression is integral to our anti-oppression
work and vision for a more just world.” In addition, the
Rebellious Lawyering Conference at Yale University
– the largest student-run public interest conference
in the United States – has been fully vegetarian for
several years in a row.
Importantly, this support for animal rights is
beginning to extend beyond internal food policy to
Photo by Jo-Anne McArthur at weanimals.org

By JAY SHOOSTER

that we have “respect for animals.” And crucially, it
recognizes that an institution committed to working
towards “a more just and humane world” must take a
stand for the animals who are victimized by industrial
agriculture.
Even more importantly, the policy – which requires
the Center to purchase only vegetarian foods for
its events – is grounded in an understanding of
the interconnectedness of the struggles for human
and animal rights – in “respect for animals and the
humans impacted by the animal agriculture and
processing industries, and out of concern for the

See RIGHTS on page 19
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products services
ALTERNATIVE THERAPIES

Monique L. Dorge, Hypnosis and Hypnotherapy........... monique@mmlconsulting.ca 204-254-8563
Vibrational Energy Healing with Caroline Heath, Metaphysician & Spiritual Teacher.......204-832-6119

CLASSES, SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS
All inclusive. Pain Stress Sick Lost? WE can help......www.bbcanada.com/7283.html 204-353-2385
MB Astrology Ass’n meets last Sun. of month, mbastrology.com...... 204-990-4970 or 204-914-4871
Tarot Tutor. Lesson plans tailor made to fit your needs. Please call Wendy................... 204-831-9943

COACHING, CONSULTATIONS & COUNSELING
MoneyCoachER.com with Lesia Z......................................moneycoach@shaw.ca.... 204-257-3334
Monique L. Dorge, Teacher, Body-Mind Analysis ....monique@mmlconsulting.ca... 204-254-8563

HEALTH CENTRES
Allergy elimination with Evergreen Holistic Health Centre........................................... 204-895-9514
FORGET ME NOT BODY IMAGE - Skin. Body. Weight Loss...................www.forgetmenotspa.com
WholeTouch Natural Wellness Centre....................www.wholetouchwellness.com 204-615-9933

MASSAGE THERAPY
Julie Sagnes, Registered Massage Therapist - authenticwellnessonline.com...........204-963-2396
Koi Massage Therapy & Wellness Centre on Corydon................................................... 204-952-7440
Monique L. Dorge, Hawaiian Huna Kane Massage.......monique@mmlconsulting.ca....204-254-8563

PRODUCTS
Hollow Reed Holistic - Natural Herbal Remedies & Therapies................. www.hollowreedholistic.ca
Jacobs Trading Manitoba's LARGEST Rock Shop.............................................. www.jacobstrading.ca
Radiance Gifts & Treasures, 875 Corydon Ave....................... www.radiancegifts.com 204-284-4231
Thirty-One. Trendy & affordable purses, totes, bags and more!........... mythirtyone.ca/doriansmith
Virginia’s Soap-Deli, Fresh & Natural.................................................................... www.virginasoap.com

READINGS
M. L. Dorge, Lifestyle Consultant, Face Reading parties......... monique@mmlconsulting.ca 204-254-8563
Readings by Nancy, psychic card reader and astrologer with over 15 years exp........ 204-775-8368
Trevor Psychic / Intuitive, in person or online.............................. www.trevorsense.com 204-504-9575

SPIRITUAL CENTRES
DIVINE CLARITY Spiritual Centre & Metaphysical Shoppe...................................... www.divineclarity.com
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TWO BEST FRIENDS continued from page 7

while I’m sitting there. I’ll have one hand on my keyboard and the other on his toy,
usually his duck or flamingo.
When I’m finished with my computer, I sit on our reclining couch to read. When
I put my feet up, one of them (usually Spirit) sits between my legs and sleeps there
while the other sleeps beside me. If I have to go to the bathroom, they follow me in
to make sure I’m protected. Once I’m done, they stop at the pantry – which is next
to the bathroom and stores the dog biscuits – to wait for a treat as compensation for
looking after me so bravely.
Around lunch time, I eat the meal my partner so lovingly makes for me before she
goes to work and then it’s time for a nap. Tux sleeps beside me on the bed, while Spirit
sleeps on his favourite armchair in the living room. From this vantage point, he can
see out both the living room and kitchen windows, into the back yard. He does this to
see if Mr. Squirrel is there. I sleep for a couple hours, although I’m not the one who
decides when nap time is done. Spirit wakes me when he’s ready to get up. He’ll jump
on the bed, as if to say “Okay, mummy, enough sleep. I want to play now.” Tux is a
miserable old guy who can sleep all day. If I ignore Spirit, he’ll jump on Tux who’ll
start growling to be left alone. At this point, my sleep is broken so I get up.
They are good at making sure that I don’t spend my whole day in bed and are even
very entertaining. Sometimes, when they are outside, I’ll see Tux sniffing at whatever
he likes to sniff and see Spirit stalking him. When he’s about two feet away, Spirit
will pounce on Tux and Tux will bark and chase him away. Spirit will run away a few
feet, then come back for another round. When Tux stops running, Spirit will chase
him around the yard. This all goes on for a good five minutes while I’m laughing
from inside. This laughter does lighten my mood.
Besides being entertainers and protectors, they are very caring. When I’m sad, Tux
climbs up on me and licks the tears away from my eyes. Sometimes his little tongue
will get into my nose. Though it’s not a great feeling, it sure clears up the sinuses. If
I’m sad in bed, he’ll cuddle right up and sleep against me to provide his loving touch.
Spirit sleeps in the living room on his favourite chair, but if I’m sad while I’m sitting
on the couch, he’ll sit right beside me and lean up against me. He allows me to hug
him, kiss his little nose and nuzzle his head, smelling that nice doggy scent.
Silliness, cuddles and kisses are ways they help comfort me through my mental
illness. It may not get rid of the illness, but it does temporarily make me feel better
and helps me smile. That is why Tux and Spirit are my two best friends.
Rikki Dubois is a transgendered Winnipeg writer. She has two sons
in university and is living with her partner, Charlene, and their
dogs, Tux and Spirit. Her book Muffy was Fluffy helps children
understand what it means to be transgendered. Rikki is available
to help those who have questions about gender dysphoria and
other gender-related issues. To get in touch – or to read more of
her writing – visit rikki152.wix.com/author-rikkidubois.
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RIGHTS continued from page 17

DARKNESS continued from page 8

sales have provided to criminal gangs.
Indeed, very often the greatest harms that come
from illegal drugs of any kind are the consequences
that flow from prohibition. This was blatantly obvious
with the prohibition of alcohol nearly a century
ago. And it’s no less obvious with the soon-to-end
prohibition of marijuana.
Criminalization invites violent psychopaths to enter
the market for huge profits and encourages them to
push the drugs ever more aggressively to increase
their profits.
Of course, our liquor and cigarette manufacturers
engage in similar pushing, but at least they’re mostly
reigned in by the law and, unlike their gangland
counterparts, they’re not known for gunning down
rival executives to protect their turf.
So I hope our governments are smart and keep
cannabis prices low enough to put organized crime
out of the marijuana business.
But I also hope our governments will end the
prohibition of other, far more dangerous drugs –
especially opiates – that still remain in the realm
of the pusher and, disgustingly, are legally pushed
by some pharmaceutical companies. To promote
the well-being of us all, our governments should
decriminalize all illicit drugs and ensure that those
addicted to them have ready access to them. That
access should not only be to drugs; addicted people
must also be guaranteed access to treatment to help
wean themselves off those drugs. The price of these
drugs – opioids, cocaine, quaaludes, etc – should be
so low no one can profit from pushing them. That
includes drug companies. Yeah, I’m saying we should
– to the extent necessary – subsidize the cost of the
stuff. I am quite convinced that only then will we be
able to reduce the use of addictive drugs that harm
people. We must take the profit motive completely
away.
It may sound absurd to claim that making drugs
so cheap that no one can compete is the way to go.
But I am certain it's the only way we will succeed in
protecting people and limiting the harm these drugs
now do.
That said, we should only make drug dependency
dollar cheap. Getting one’s fix should – to the
maximum extent possible – involve being exposed
to relevant health information and treatment options,
to counselling. We should make it clear to addicted
people that we, as a society, care about them and will
do whatever we can to help them.
The fact is we know this approach works. It has for
decades been the de facto policy in the Netherlands,
and Portugal explicitly adopted just such an approach
back in 2001. The experiences of both countries
are highly instructive. Drug use there is lower than
in North America. Deaths due to overdose have
declined precipitously in Portugal since legalization
and visits to clinics by addicted persons have risen
dramatically. Wisely, Portugal has made these visits
fun! People want to improve their lives.
We need to adopt the same approach. Fortunately,
the Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police is
catching on – and the Liberal Party grassroots also
seems to be onside.
Addicts are mostly just people like the rest of
us, striving to avoid pain. We need to make drugs
available cheap (or free) from government-run
stores or other licensed channels where users will
be exposed to ready help from well-trained staff,
including medical professionals. We need to make
drug prices too cheap for criminals to profit as
competitors and to criminalize any pharmaceutical
company that would push opiates or other destructive
drugs upon us. Without the pushers, demand will
fall.
But that means we’ll have to be on guard for another
hazard. We don’t want our governments to become
profit-seeking pushers themselves,
as they have with gambling and
lotteries. As always, we have a
responsibility as citizens to assert
thoughtful, democratic control.

the substantive work of human rights organizations.
In April 2018, the CCR supported the Nonhuman
Rights Project’s lawsuit to grant legal rights to
chimpanzees by filing an amicus brief on their behalf
in the Court of Appeals of New York. In another
example, a recent statement from ACLU attorney Rita
Bettis made clear that one of its recent “ag-gag” cases
which challenge laws that criminalize undercover
investigations of factory farms is not just about
promoting free speech, but about preventing “animal
cruelty, unsafe food safety practices, environmental
hazards, and inhumane working conditions.”
To be clear, this trend is not entirely new. Legendary
human rights activists like Angela Davis, Cesar
Chávez and Dick Gregory have championed animal
rights for decades, and prominent progressive
law professors – including Cass Sunstein, Martha
Nussbaum, Laurence Tribe, Michael Dorf, Kristin
Stilt and Sherry Colb – have all been strong advocates.
What is new is that major human rights organizations
are taking a stance on this issue through a wave of
change in their institutional policies and practices.
Crucially, this isn’t just a random hodge-podge of
radical organizations. The ACLU, CCR and others
are widely-respected organizations in the vanguard
of the human rights movement, and bellwethers for
social justice advocacy as a whole.
The leadership of CHRGJ includes two highlevel UN appointees and several world renowned
international legal scholars; the Center for
Constitutional Rights secured historic Supreme
Court victories on behalf of Guantánamo detainees
years before other organizations got involved; and
the National Lawyers Guild was the first racially
integrated national bar association. The fact that
change is happening in such organizations is a strong
indication of a much broader, movement-wide shift
towards the embrace of animal rights.
Prominent members of other major human rights
organizations are also becoming more vocal in their
support. For example, Simon Cox, a Legal Officer
at the Open Society Foundations (one of the world’s
largest funders of human rights advocacy and also a
donor to openDemocracy), wrote in a recent email
that “the idea of human rights is grounded in the
notion that sentient creatures deserve respect and
that harms to them should only be permitted when
justified.”
William F. “Bill” Schultz, former Executive
Director of Amnesty International USA and Senior
Fellow at Harvard’s Carr Center for Human Rights
Policy, argues that animals deserve at least some
legal rights. In October of 2017, he told me about
an illuminating recent conversation about animal
rights with his fellow board members at a leading US
human rights organization:
“I say ‘screw ‘em,’” bellowed one board member.
“Torture, genocide, people – they’re all more
important.” And maybe they are. But all the other
board members were sympathetic to the notion of
rights for animals, knowing that it behooves human
rights activists to extend their circle of care and
concern to complex creatures outside the narrow
confines of convention. He went on to quote the
anthropologist Loren Eiseley: “I love forms beyond
my own and regret the borders between us.” The
extension of rights to animals, he added, is one way
to diminish that distance.
In fact, that distance is already diminishing,
and quickly. I’m grateful to all the human rights
organizations and advocates that are taking serious
steps to fight the arbitrary discrimination that
denies our moral and legal obligations to nonhuman animals. Thank you for showing me that our
commitment to liberty and justice for all really does
mean something for all victims of injustice, brutality
and discrimination – human and nonhuman alike.

with facts. Sites like snopes.com and urbanmyths.
com provide a place to cross-check information that
is designed to promote fear and hatred. We can
pledge to check the origin of information we share
and comment on. I once shared a post that read and
felt like a simple statement of loving my country. It
turned out that its source was a far-right hate group,
whose values could not be further from my own.
By sharing that post, I validated their existence. I
could only plead ignorance and was grateful to the
friend who alerted me by PM that I had unwittingly
promoted hate.
I make myself a pest on friends’ streams by sharing
Snopes refutations of the misinformation that they
share because they want to be helpful, to pass along
what a friend they respect has said is important. But
the buck stops with me when I can identify the smell
of buck-poop.
Much of what we believe in our New Age doctrines
cannot be proven to the satisfaction of science,
but as in all religious paths, there are accepted
teachings, philosophies and small t truths that we
may adhere to. The healing properties of crystals,
the power of the Tarot, the guidance of the stars –
these may be buck-poop to some, but our belief in
any of these things causes no harm to others, or to
ourselves. Some people believe in the miracle of
transubstantiation. Others in reincarnation. Others
in things that go bump in the night. People are free
to believe as they wish. Disagree with me, but you
don’t have to be mean about it and call me names, or
threaten my well-being.
It would be easy to say that the trolls are “the new
Other” and they are not us – but they are. We may
not even realize that we are part of the problem
when we jump to a conclusion, when we type with
anger in the moment, when we criticize rather than
question or critique. Be honest: it is something we
have all done and are likely to do again. So I ask you
to consider what you can contribute to rebuilding
the positive vibrations of Love and Light in every
corner of the Internet that you inhabit. Light is
the best disinfectant to heal the Heart of Darkness.
Because, my dear friends, we
have seen the enemy, and most
often, it is us.

David Steele is a retired scientist
and long time political activist.
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Jay Shooster is an animal rights lawyer and a former
Masiyiwa-Bernstein fellow with the Center for Human
Rights and Global Justice at NYU Law. This article
was originally published in May on opendemocracy.
net under a Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial 4.0 International licence. Follow Jay
on Twitter @JayShooster.

Susan Hurrell sees the
Sacred in strange and
wonderful places in popular
culture. Fascinated by new
spiritual movements, she is
a contributing editor to The
Aquarian.
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